
Platformer Tutorial Part X - ShadowMaps

Building a Platformer – Tutorial 10

SHADOW MAPS

To bring more atmosphere to the lighting in Bruce, a static 2D lightmap has been added.  Once a 
screen has been designed and light sources placed, pressing the RETURN key will render the 2D 
lightmap.  The system saves the lightmaps as .png images so in the actual game without all the editor 
code, the lightmaps will simply be loaded.  Often it’s best to edit the lightmaps as the engine is not 
perfectly 3D, a lot of flat 2D is used which does not work with this technique.  2D plains have to be 
disabled in the lightmap render.  The system also exports a screenshot at the same resolution and 
placement as the lightmaps, this makes modifying the lightmaps much easier.

The shadow system uses an array of light positions and ranges, which are created when the engine 
positions torches etc.

type shadowlights
   x as float y as float z as float
   range as float
   mode as byte
endtype
dim light(32) as shadowlights

Along with an array of light positions, a heightmap of the screen is stored on a 340x270 grid.  The 
system relies on converting the 3D locations to screen locations, so the X and Y components are 
stored as 2D screen (X and Y) and 3D floats (X# and Y#).  The shadow map system uses 2 layers, 
one behind the players and one in front.  Level geometry that hangs over will cast shadows onto the 
player, so the front layer is used in that case.  The shadow#() array is used to store the shadow 
values at each grid location.

type shadowheights
   x# as float
   y# as float
   h as float
   x as integer
   y as integer
endtype
dim shadowheight(340,270) as shadowheights
dim shadow#(340,270,1)
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To avoid any zdepth 
issues, 2 plains are used 
with negative ghosting 
applied, so each texture 
that is applied to the 
shadow layers simply 
darkens the detail 
underneath.  In the case 
of the screen shown 
here, the raised area with 
the roof will cast a 
shadow on anything 
underneath it.  Torches 
and lamps omit light, and 
natural light is added 
automatically in screens 
located above the 
ground.

Each object that omits light on the screen is assigned a light and range, which is then used to 
calculate a ray for each point on the screen.  Firstly the heightmap is calculated.

Rendering the shadow maps is not a fast process, at least not on my PC.  Each point on the lightmap 
grid represents 1/10th of a block, and is checked for it’s Z depth using the PICK SCREEN command. 
This acts as a very straightforward collision test, which also can return the collision point from a given 
2D screen location.  Each point is checked then the returned height is stored in the shadowheight 
array.

pk=pick object(px,py,1000,curobj_max)
if pk>0
block=map_object(pk).block
if block(block).shadow<>1 then z#=get pick vector z()+camera position z()
endif
shadowheight(sx,sy).h=z#

Once all the point heights have been stored, each point is checked for each lights ray.  A 3D point is 
used to track the ray from the light position which is moved towards the screen point, if it goes below 
it’s current points height the light looses all power.  As the light ray moves towards it’s target it’s power 
diminishes.  As the blocks vary in their Z depth, the ray will cast shadows when it hits a higher point.

Once the shadow map has been calculated it is smoother out to get rid of any sharp edges, then 
converted into a greyscale image and saved, once for each layer.  Its possible to clean up the shadow 
maps and add colour in an art package, windows for instance can have colour and light effects.  This 
is something that is best done when all the designing is finished, as screen layouts may have to 
change which means recalculating the shadow maps.
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PARTICLES AND EFFECTS

To add a little more eye candy to the somewhat barren section after the little village, some trees have 
been added that sway in the wind and drop leaves.  Adding this involved very little coding as it uses 
the particle system and the block update function.  Wind has been added by creating a global for the 
current wind (WIND#) and the target wind (TWIND#).  The target wind changes randomly from –1.0 to 
1.0 and the current wind is moved towards the target value using the CURVEVALUE command.  Each 
particle now has a weight variable, which is really just there to control how much each particle is 
affected by wind.  When the player is underground, the wind is reduced to nothing.  If the particles X 
speed is less than the wind speed then the particles X speed will increase depending on it’s weight. 
Far from real physics but as an effect it serves the purpose.  The trees are simply plains created in the 
setup.ini script, with the plain offset to the middle distance with it’s pivot at the base of the tree.  This 
allows the tree’s to sway in the wind.  A sound effect has been added as well which pans to whichever 
side the wind is blowing.

For such a short section of the map it is quite an elaborate effect, but I intend to bring the player back 
to the surface before the end of the game, so the effect will be shown again.  It may be possible to let 
the players kick up the leaves as they run around, it depends on if the engine would slow down with 
the extra collision checks necessary.

Because the light sources are now tagged, and one particularly annoying pest has been plaguing me 
recently – a moth particle has also been added.  These little blighters will try and get to a light source 
as if their life depended on it.  These use simple position comparisons to affect their speed, so they 
quite happily loop around trying to get to their target.  As they pass by their target their speed 
smoothly adjusts all the time to redirect them.  If the moths target light source is destroyed, then they 
will chase Bruce, more an annoyance than any threat, it is fun to punch them in the face though.

The leafs and moths require some special coding, so they have unique fade modes which allow the 
extra control over their behavior.  Moths will fly in the direction they are pointing, and using the 
CURVEANGLE command they change direction to suit.  Curveangle and Curvevalue allow for easy 
transitions between angles and speeds.  The moth particles are quickly scaled to make it look like the 
wings are flapping, they’re light alpha blurs so they do look a lot like moths in flight considering it’s a 
single image.
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NEXT MONTH

I plan to finish off the map design and make it ready for splitting into an actual game engine, so any 
new level logic code I need has to be decided now.  Some new media will have to be created as well 
for the final section, I’m thinking that it’s time the castle got some furniture... time to dig out the 
graphics tablet.

Editor Controls

• Left and Right cursor keys to run left and right.

• Down cursor key to lie down.

• Up cursor key to jump.

• Control key to attack.

• Shift+Arrow keys to select a screen.

• L to re-load the map.

• S to save the map.

• U to undo changes made on current screen.

• B to bring up the block selection screen.

• M to bring up the map screen.

• C to specify a COM and COM_VAL at the current position.

• Return to render a 2D lightmap 


